1. SERVICE DESCRIPTION

General Description

1.1 The Service provides a Bundle of standard BT Products for internet services, online security and back up which may include:

(a) BT PC Security;
(b) BT PC Backup;
(c) BT Web Hosting; and
(d) any other service that BT agrees to provide under the Contract.

1.2 Except as expressly amended, BT’s applicable standard terms and conditions for each Product contained within the Bundle will apply and can be found at the following:

- BT PC Security

- BT PC Backup

- BT Web Hosting

Or on bt.com or any address notified to the Customer

Bundle Description

1.3 Web Hosting with BT PC Security and BT PC Backup

(a) Bundle 1 comprising:

- BT Web Hosting Starter Package; and
- 3 X BT PC Security Subscriptions; and
- 3 x 1 BT PC Backup (1 GB) Subscription

at a charge of £17.99 (exc VAT) per month.

(b) Bundle 2 comprising:

- Advanced BT Web Hosting Starter Package; and
- 4 X BT PC Security Subscriptions; and
- 4 x 1 BT PC Backup (1GB) Subscription

at a charge of £25.99 (exc VAT) per month.

1.4 Business Online and Protect (also known as Web hosting with BT PC Security)

The Bundle comprises:

- BT Web Hosting Starter Package; and
- 3 x BT PC Security Subscriptions

at a charge of £10.99 (exc VAT) per month.

1.5 Advanced Web Hosting with BT PC Security

The Bundle comprises:

- Advanced BT Web Hosting Starter Package; and
- 4 x BT PC Security Subscriptions

at a charge of £23.99 (exc VAT) per month.

1.6 Business Protect

The Bundle comprises:

- 1 x BT PC Backup (1GB) Subscription; and
- 1 X BT PC Security Subscription

at a charge of £8.49 (exc VAT) per month.

1.7 Business Protect Multi

The Bundle comprises:
Service Schedule for Internet Services Bundles

3 X BT PC Backup (1GB) Subscriptions; and
3 x BT PC Security Subscriptions

at a charge of £12.50 (exc VAT) per month.

2. CUSTOMER OBLIGATIONS

To be eligible for the Service, Customers must place a new order by telephone at the same time for the individual Products included in the Bundle. Each Product must be ordered with a Minimum Period of 12 months.

3. EARLY TERMINATION CHARGES

Subject to clause 6.5 of the Conditions, where the Contract is terminated during the Minimum Period the Customer must pay an early termination charge equal to the charges for the Service due to the end of the Minimum Period.

4. ENDING THE CONTRACT

4.1 If the Customer terminates any one Product within a Bundle, then:

(a) the contract for the Bundle will automatically end and early termination charges as set out in paragraph 3 will apply; and

(b) the Contract for all individual Products within the Bundle will also end.

5. DEFINITIONS

“Bundle” means a collection of Products BT agrees to supply to the Customer under the Contract.

“Product” means the products BT agrees to supply as part of the Bundles subject to the standard terms and conditions for that product.